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tv website About This Software D3DGear - A fast game recording and live streaming software for PC.. It allows user to record
video game screen without slowing down the game D3DGears video game recording performance and quality are superior
among other game video game recorder software.. This engine is highly optimized in order to minimize the usage of system
resource while still maintain very high movie recording quality and performance.. D3DGear is an application to rrecord videos
of videogames, capture screens and measure the number of fps (frames per second).. With this recording engine, D3DGear is
able to record video game to movie or broadcast video game to web very fast with very little system performance impact.

Gamers who needs a software recorder to help recording game play to movie, or broadcasting game play to twitch.. Our
software has minimal performance impact, and won’t cause games to lag or drop large frame rate like most recording software.

diesel power gear

diesel power gear, dirt bike gear, dans hunting gear, duck hunting gear, dodgers gear, dallas cowboys gear, diving gear, dive gear
express, destiny 2 pinnacle gear, dirt bike riding gear, gear, gears of war, gears 5, gearwrench, gear patrol, gearbox, gear ratio
calculator, gears of war 5, gearbest, gear 5 luffy

Tired of Fraps? Want to record with a new program that's far easier to use? Enter D3DGear! Tired of Fraps? Want to record
with a new program that's far easier to use? Enter D3DGear! D3DGear is very fast Game Recording Software that allows game
recording and game streaming without affecting game software performance.. D3DGear broadcasting function is very fast and
easy to use, and it works with low upload speed and it is compatible with major game live stream web sites.. D3DGear also is
very fast video game broadcasting software, it lets user to live stream video game play to web without affecting game
performance.

dans hunting gear

The program allows you to choose the place where you want to see the number of fps, as well as color and font.. D3DGear is a
fast game recording software for PC Users will be able to record their gameplay without slowing down the game.. D3DGear
implements a very sophisticated movie recording and compress engine that is specifically designed to record video game to
movie.. Measure video game FPS (frame rate per second), take video game screenshot, P2P stream game play to other
computers.

dodgers gear

D3DGear is a very fast video game recording software, video game recorder and game screen capture software for PC.
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